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Description

The present invention relates to a plant for the electrolytic production of metals in molten salt baths, particularly for reactive metals such as titanium, zirconium and hafnium.

The electrolytic production of reactive metals presents serious operational difficulties.

A first difficulty lies in the need to carry out the electrolysis in a substantially sealed container for the bath of molten salts, both because of the evolution of gas during the electrolysis and in order to avoid contamination of the bath by atmospheric gases.

A second difficulty arises from the fact that the reactive metals mentioned above deposit on the cathode in the solid state as a result of the electrolysis, in the form of crystals adhering to the surface of the electrode, thus making it necessary to remove the cathode from the electrolytic cell to collect the metal.

A further difficulty lies in the high reactivity of the metal produced when in contact with air at high temperatures whereby the metal produced must be cooled in an inert atmosphere to allow it to be stored subsequently.

The difficulties mentioned above thus make material and energy exchange with the electrolysis environment extremely laborious and complicated, whereby the presently known processes for production of reactive metals are essentially discontinuous, making it necessary to stop the electrolytic process, particularly for the collection of the metal produced.

In view of these disadvantages, the object of the present invention is to provide a plant which enables the metal to be produced continuously, overcoming the difficulties mentioned above.

A second object of the present invention is to provide a plant which is very versatile in use and such as to allow the processes of both extraction and refining of the reactive metal to be carried out in the electrolytic cell.

A further object of the present invention is to provide a plant which, by virtue of its versatility, may be used for experimental purposes, by allowing the arrangement and configuration of the electrodes to be varied easily within the electrolytic cell.

Accordingly, the present invention provides a plant which comprises:

- an outer casing,
- means for maintaining an atmosphere substantially inert to the metal to be produced in the casing,
- a container disposed within the casing and arranged to contain the molten salt bath and having an upper opening provided with a movable, cover,
- a plurality of electrodes arranged to be suspended in the molten salt bath,
- a plurality of electrical connecting and support means comprising, for each of the electrodes, a pair of electrically conductive elements disposed facing each other on two opposite walls of the container adjacent its opening, each of the electrodes being suspended in the molten salt bath resting on the said pair of conductive elements, and
- handling means associated with the outer casing and adapted to remove any one of the said electrodes from the container.

By virtue of the combination of the characteristics mentioned above, the plant according to the invention enables the electrolysis of molten salts to be carried out with an easy operation procedure equivalent to that which characterises electrolysis processes in aqueous solutions.

Moreover it will be appreciated that the plant of the invention differs from prior art plants in that the container fulfills solely the function of containing the electrolyte and not that of achieving a gas seal for isolating the electrolysis environment from the external atmosphere, this latter being a function of the outer casing. This fact results in important operational advantages such as the possibility of keeping the molten salt bath at higher temperatures or the possibility of keeping a lower absolute pressure in the container than can be achieved in conventional plants. In terms of structure, the plant allows the parts of the container in contact with the electrolyte to be made from materials such as mild steel with modest structural strength, particularly those compatible with electrolytes typically used, even under extremely high temperature and vacuum conditions.

Further advantages and characteristics of the plant according to the invention will become apparent from the detailed description which follows, provided purely by way of non-limiting example, in which:

Figures 1, 2 and 3 are schematic longitudinal sectional views illustrating respective adjacent portions of the plant of the invention,

Figure 4 is a schematic view illustrating how the portions of Figures 1, 2 and 3 are connected together,

Figure 5 is a schematic cross sectional view taken on the line V-V of Figure 1,

Figure 8 is a schematic cross sectional view taken on the line VI-VI of Figure 3,

Figure 7 is a partial perspective view illustrating details of the plant,

Figure 8 is a sectional view of an enlarged detail of Figure 5,

Figure 9 is a partially sectioned view illustrating a detail of the plant,

Figure 10 is a partially sectioned view of a detail of Figure 9,

Figure 11 illustrates an electrode usable in the plant of the invention, and

Figure 12 is a sectional view taken on the plane XII-XII of Figure 11.

With reference to the drawings, a plant according to the invention comprises an outer metal casing 2 defining a main chamber 4 which is substantially isolated from the exterior and in which there are a container 6 for the bath of molten salts and for carrying out the electrolysis, and handling means 8.

The casing 2 includes a prechamber 10 for allowing the exchange of material between the external environment and the main chamber 4. For this purpose the prechamber 10 has gas tight doors 12 and
14 which put the prechamber 10 into communication with the chamber 4 and with the external environment respectively.

Outside the casing 2 are vacuum pumps 16a and 16b with respective suction tubes 18a (not shown) and 18b communicating respectively with the chamber 4 and with the prechamber 10 to maintain a controlled atmosphere, in particular an atmosphere inert to the metal to be produced, therein. 20a and 20b indicate reservoirs of pressurised inert gas, typically argon, which supply the inert gas to the casing 2 through tubes 22a and 22b respectively.

The container 6 for the bath of molten salts is preferably of parallelepipedal shape and includes a heat insulating refractory lining 26 adjacent the casing 2 and a refractory inner lining 28. Within the refractory inner lining is a metal shell 30, also of parallelepipedal shape, constituting the crucible for containing the bath of molten salts. The metal shell 30 is located resting on the base of the refractory inner lining 28. Preferably there is a gap 32 between the side walls of the shell 30 and of the refractory inner lining 28. A plurality of heating elements 34 (Figure 5) is incorporated in that part of the side walls of the refractory inner lining 28 facing the lateral walls of the shell 30 for providing, by radiation, the heat needed to bring the bath of salts within the crucible to melting point and possibly to maintain this temperature. A plurality of heating elements 34 is also incorporated in the base of the refractory inner lining 28.

The bath of molten salts may be heated by electrodes immersed in the electrolyte and supplied by a variable voltage transformer instead of by use of the heating elements 34 or in cooperation with these heating elements.

Preferably the container 6 has associated sealing means generally indicated 36 for preventing corrosive gases from inside the crucible penetrating the gap 32 and avoiding corrosion of the heating elements 34 protected. The sealing means comprise a vessel 38 encased along the entire upper edge of the refractory inner lining 28 and containing molten metal indicated 40. A fin 42 is immersed vertically in the molten metal in the vessel 38 and is welded to a flange 44 fixed to the upper edge of the vessel 38. The choice of metal in the vessel depends on the temperature reached by the refractory material during the electrolysis, this metal having a melting point less than the operating temperature of the refractory material.

A tube 46 passes through the wall of the container 6 and communicates with the gap 32 and with the vacuum pump 16a in parallel with the tube 18a (not shown) so as to maintain a pressure in the gap 32 which is substantially equal to the pressure existing in the chamber 4.

The outer casing 2 supports a frame structure 46 overlying the upper edge of the refractory inner lining 28 and acting as a support for a plurality of raisable cover members 48 which, when they rest on the frame structure 46 cover the container 6, avoiding any substantial outflow of gaseous products from the electrolysis in the container 6 into the chamber 4.

Each cover member 48 has an associated fluid actuator 50 articulated to the wall of the outer casing 2 and arranged to allow the respective cover member to be raised into a vertical position to allow access to the handling means 8 within the container 6.

Within the container 6 are electrodes 52 resting on means 54a and 54b for supporting them and connecting them electrically (Figure 9). Each of the support and electrical connection means 54a and 54b comprises an electrically conductive member 56 constituted by a hollow steel bar surrounded tightly by an electrically insulating refractory sleeve 58 which is inserted in a tubular metal member 62. Each tubular member 62 extends through the frame structure 46 filled with refractory material in a direction perpendicular to the respective wall of the container 6. Each bar 56 has its end 64 outside the container 6 connected to electrical supply means 66 which supply a direct current and its other end 68 protrudes from the container 6. The end 68 of each bar has a dihedral shaped seat 70.

A pair of mutually facing bars 56 disposed in opposite walls of the container 6 support each of the electrodes 52.

Within the cavity of each bar 56 are heat exchange means constituted by two concentric tubes 72 and 74 in which a cooling fluid is circulated, being fed in at 76 and leaving at 78. The circulation of cooling fluid during production of the metal allows the bar itself to be kept at a high level of electrical conductivity, improving the power efficiency of the plant.

Figure 10 illustrates in detail the device for mounting each bar 56 on the casing 2 for preventing air from entering the container 6 or the gaseous products from leaving it during the operation of the plant and for achieving electrical insulation of each bar.

To each bar 56 is welded an annular plate 82 gripped by stud bolts 84 between two annular plates 86 and 88. The annular plate 86 is welded to the outer casing 2 and compresses an annular sealing washer between it and the plate 82. Between the annular plate 88 and the outer surface of the bar 56 is a bush 92 of electrically insulating material such as asbestos or Teflon. An annular sealing washer 94 is interposed between the plate 82 and the plate 86. The plate 86 surrounds an annular washer 96 which surrounds a metal bush 98 welded to the bar 56. Channels 100 and 102 respectively are provided in the plate 86 and in the bush 98 for the circulation of cooling fluid.

Figure 11 illustrates an electrode 52, particularly a cathode, suitable for use in the plant of the invention. The electrode comprises a body 104 which supports a hollow metal cylinder 105 for acting as a deposition surface for the metal to be produced. From the body branch two arms 108 and 110 having abutment recesses 112 at their distal ends, shaped in the form of dihedrons complementary to the dihedral seats 70 of the ends 68 of the bars 56.

The faces of the dihedron are typically at an angle of 110° to 130° to each other, preferably at 120° (Figure 12).
The electrical contact between the electrode and the support bar is ensured by the weight of the electrode itself and the inclination of the bearing faces of the seats 70 for each bar 56 which reduces substantially the deposition of powder in the zones of electrical contact between the electrode and the respective support bar.

It is understood that the present invention is not intended to be limited to a specific arrangement of the electrodes 52 within the crucible or to their specific configuration, these being variable widely, while the principle described above of forming a rest for each electrode on the support and electrical connection means 54a, 54b remains the same.

It will be noted that the arrangement of the plant and particularly the mounting of the electrodes of the present invention allows all the electrodes to be used in an independent electrical controller also making the replacement of the electrodes easy without the need for stopping production for dismantling the cell. This is particularly advantageous in relation to graphite anodes which may be subject to accidental breakage.

In the case of a power cut it is possible to intervene quickly to remove the electrodes from the electrolytic bath, thus avoiding breakage of the electrodes which could be caused by cooling of the bath giving rise to a reduction in volume.

The plant provides for the possibility of supplying the compound containing the metal to be produced either in gaseous or in solid form. It is also possible to operate the plant purely for the purpose of refining the crude metal.

In the case of a gaseous supply, supply ducts (not shown) may pass through the walls of the container 6. In the case of a solid supply, the solid metal compound or crude metal may be supplied by means of the handling means 8. For this purpose the anodes may have T-shaped bodies of the type shown in Figure 11 with baskets fixed to their lower ends for containing the solid compound of the metal to be produced or the crude metal.

The container 6 preferably also has thermocouples for regulating its temperature, and probes and sensors for enabling the changes in each variable in the process to be monitored. Furthermore, the container 6 preferably has an associated suction pump supplied by a duct communicating with the interior of the crucible for withdrawing the gases produced during the electrolysis. The gas withdrawn may be sent to an external plant for scrubbing or recovery.

The handling means 8 comprise a guide-rail member 114 located within the casing 2 and arranged parallel to the longer side of the container 6. A handler 116 is slidably mounted on the guide 114, drive means being provided to move it. The handler 116 includes an articulated arm 118 having a tool 120 at its end for engaging the arms 108 and 110 of each electrode. Preferably the handler 116 has aerodynamic drives operable from outside the casing, the supply tubes for the operating fluid passing through seals in the walls of the outer casing.

In order to allow an electrode to be removed, or at least for the electrodes to be moved, it suffices to raise one or more of the dome elements 48 by means of the actuators 50 to allow for access of the handler 116 to the interior of the container 6 and the removal of the desired electrode. It is understood that this operation does not require the electrolytic production process to be interrupted. After opening of the sealed door 12, the electrode removed from the container 6 may be located by means of the handler 116, in the chamber 10 for cooling and then for recovery of the metal product. Naturally a new electrode, for example an electrode 52m stored in the chamber 4 on a rack 124, may be taken up immediately by means of the handler and positioned in the electrolytic bath without affecting production of the plant.

The handler may be controlled automatically or by means of an operator observing the interior of the casing directly through the doorway of the outer casing 2 provided with wipers mounted on the walls of the outer casing 2.

Further accessories of the plant of the invention include an oven 126 and a scraper device 128 located in the prechamber 10. The oven 126 has a movable dome 130 and support means 132 for suspending a cathode 52c in the oven after its removal from the molten salt bath.

The scraper device 128 for recovering the metal product comprises a casing 134 with an openable bottom 136 and scraper means 135 for removing deposited metal from the surface of a cathode.

During the process for production of the metal, a cathode, on whose active surface the metal product has been deposited, is removed from the bath of molten salts and located by means of the handler 116 in the oven 126 which is kept at the melting point of the bath of molten salts. The cathode is kept in the oven for a time sufficient to allow the electrolyte on its surface to drain off completely; this electrolyte is rich in the metal to be produced which is dissolved in it in an ionic state and, being a material of value, is hence collected in a crucible 138 within the oven.

Once the electrolyte has been recovered, the metal product is removed from the surface of the cathode by introduction of the cathode itself into the scraper device 128 by means of the handler 116. The metal product which collects on the openable bottom 136 is carried out of the casing 2 by means of a carriage 140.

According to a further characteristic, the casing also defines a chamber 142 for the recovery of the handler, adjacent the chamber 10 and communicating therewith through a sliding door 144. A controlled atmosphere is also maintained in the chamber 142 by means of a supply of inert gas. The chamber 142 has as its main door the interior of the casing 2, the interior of the casing 4 in which it is more exposed to gases from the production cell.

For this purpose a rail 146 is provided in the chamber 142, aligned with the guide-rail member 114, and has rollers 148 so that it can slide along the guide 150 in which the rollers 148 engage for rolling movement. A pair of hydraulic actuators 152, operable from the exterior of the casing 2, move the rail 146 along the guides 150 to bring it into a position adjacent the rail
114, after opening of the sliding door 144, so as to constitute an elongation thereof and allow the movement of the handler into the recovery chamber 142. Adjacent the chamber 4 there is also a chamber 154 in which electrodes 52a are stored, resting on guides 156 operated by hydraulic actuators, for transfer through a communicating door 158 into the chamber 4.

Each of the electrodes 52a has a flexible tube 166 fixed to the body of the electrode itself for supplying the bath with the raw material in the form of particles of liquid or solid in a flow of inert gas. Each flexible tube is wound on a reel 168 and connected at its outer end to a reservoir S for the raw material. The electrode introduced into the chamber 4 through the communicating door 158 may be located in the cell by means of the handler, carrying with it the flexible tube for supplying the raw material, typically TiC4 or TiO2 in the case of the production of titanium. Whenever the materials supplied block the supply tube, which may easily happen with the solid raw materials mentioned above, it is possible, according to the invention, to remove the electrode quickly from the bath and to position it in the chamber 154, the flexible tube at the same time being wound up and replaced or cleaned so that the production can be continued, the supply of the raw material having being stopped for a very short period. This possibility constitutes a further advantage of the present invention over the prior art in that, in conventional plants, it is not possible to replace the tube for the raw material without stopping the operation of the entire cell.

Adjacent the chamber 154 a-further chamber 160, provided with a movable dome 164 and communicating with the exterior through an access door 162 this chamber 160 being used for the storage of a plurality of test tubes for sampling the electrolyte. The sampling of the electrolyte is carried out by raising the movable dome 164, transferring the test tube by means of the handler into the bath of molten salts and then repositioning the test tube in the chamber 160. The independent access door 162 allows the sample taken to be removed from the casing 2 while limiting the flow of inert gas from the casing 2.

Naturally the principle of the invention remaining the same, the embodiments and details of realisation may be varied widely with respect to that described and illustrated purely by way of non-limiting example, without thereby departing from the scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. Plant for the electrolytic production of a metal in a molten salt bath, which comprises:
   - an outer casing (2),
   - means (16a, 20a) for maintaining an atmosphere substantially inert to the metal to be produced in the casing,
   - a container (6) disposed within the casing and arranged to contain the molten salt bath and having an upper opening provided with a movable cover (48),
   - a plurality of electrodes (52) arranged to be suspended in the molten salt bath,
   - a plurality of electrical connecting and support means (54a, 54b) comprising for each of the electrodes, a pair of electrically-conductive elements (56) disposed facing each other in two opposite walls of the container adjacent its opening, each of the electrodes being suspended in the molten salt bath resting on the said pair of conductive elements, and
   - handling means (8) associated with the outer casing and adapted to remove any one of the said electrodes from the container.

2. Plant according to Claim 1, characterised in that each of the conductive elements (56) is constituted by a hollow bar projecting inwardly of the container, having its end (64) outside the container connected to electrical supply means (66) and its end (68) within the container provided with a seat (70) for the respective element having an abutment recess (112) at its distal end of a shape complementary to that of the seat of each conductive element.

3. Plant according to Claim 2, characterised in that each of the electrodes comprises a support body (104) having two arms (106, 110) branching from the body and each having an abutment recess (112) at its distal end of a shape complementary to that of the seat of each conductive element.

4. Plant according to Claim 3, characterised in that the recess (112) in each arm is shaped as a dihedron.

5. Plant according to Claim 4, characterised in that the faces of the dihedron are at an angle of from 110 to 110° to each other.

6. Plant according to any one of Claims 3 to 5, characterised in that each of the electrodes has a T-shaped body the cross piece of which is constituted by the two said arms.

7. Plant according to any one of the preceding claims, characterised in that the movable cover of the container comprises a plurality of raisable cover elements (48), adjacent each other and supported by the upper edge of the container and a plurality of actuators (50) each cooperating with a respective cover element for raising it.

8. Plant according to any one of the preceding claims, characterised in that the container includes a refractory lining (28, 28) adjacent the outer casing and an inner metal shell (30) adjacent the refractory lining and arranged to contain the molten salt bath.

9. Plant according to Claim 8, characterised in that it includes heating means (34) incorporated in that part of the refractory lining facing the inner metal shell, and hydraulic sealing means (36) for preventing gas from infiltrating in the gap between the inner metal shell and the refractory lining.

10. Plant according to any one of the preceding claims, characterised in that the casing includes a main chamber (4) in which the handling means (8) and the container (6) are disposed and a prechamber (10) communicating with the main chamber and with the external environment through gas-tight doors (12, 14).

11. Plant according to Claim 10, characterised in that it further includes an oven (126) located in the
prechamber (10) for receiving at least one electrode for producing the metal after its removal from the bath of molten salts and for maintaining the electrode at a temperature above the melting point of the bath, for draining the electrolyte from the surface of the electrode.

12. Plant according to Claim 10, characterised in that it further includes a scraper device (128) located in the prechamber (10) for removing the metal product from the surface of the production electrode.

13. Plant according to any one of the preceding claims, characterised in that the outer casing (2) further defines a chamber (142) for recovery of the handler (116), communicating with the main chamber (4) by means of a sliding door (144).

14. Plant according to Claim 13, characterised in that the chamber (142) includes a movable rail member (146) and drive means (152) operable from the exterior to move the rail member into a position adjacent the rail member (114) of the chamber (4) so as to constitute an extension of it.

15. Plant according to any one of the preceding claims, characterised in that it includes a chamber for the storage of the electrodes (154) communicating with the main chamber (4) through a communication door (156).

16. Plant according to Claim 15, characterised in that each of the electrodes (52a) stored in the chamber (154) has an associated flexible tube (166) for supplying the raw material.

Patentansprüche

1. Anlage für die elektrolytische Erzeugung eines Metalls im Bad einer Salzschmelze, wobei die Anlage enthält:
ein Außengehäuse (2), eine Einrichtung (19a, 20a), um eine Atmosphäre aufrecht zu erhalten, die zu dem im Gebäude erzeugten Metall im wesentlichen inert ist, einen Behälter (6), der innerhalb des Gehäuses angeordnet ist und dazu dient, um das Bad der Salzschmelze aufzunehmen, wobei er eine obere Öffnung besitzt, die mit einem bewegbaren Deckel (40) versehen ist, eine Vielzahl von Elektroden (52), die so angeordnet sind, daß sie in das Bad der Salzschmelze gehängt werden können, eine Vielzahl von Elektroanenschluß- und Trageeinrichtungen (54a, 54b), die für jede Elektrode ein Paar von elektrisch leitenden Elementen (56) enthalten, die einander gegenüberliegend an zwei gegenüberliegenden Wänden des Behälters neben dessen Öffnung angeordnet sind, wobei jede Elektrode, die in das Bad der Salzschmelze abgehängt ist, auf dem Paar von leitenden Elementen ruht, und eine Bedienungseinrichtung (8), die dem Außengehäuse zugeordnet ist und dazu dient, um jede Elektrode von dem Behälter zu entfernen.

2. Anlage gemäß Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß jedes der leitenden Elemente (56) von einem hohen Stab gebildet wird, der in das Innere des Behälters vorspringt, wobei sein Ende (64) außerhalb des Behälters mit einer elektrischen Spannungsversorgung (96) verbunden ist, und sein Ende (68) innerhalb des Behälters mit einem Sitz (70) für die entsprechende Elektrode versehen ist, und daß in jedem hohen Stab eine Wärmestrauchseineinrichtung (72, 74) vorgesehen ist, die ein Fluid enthält, das in konzentrischen Rohren umläuft.

3. Anlage gemäß Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß jede Elektrode einen Tragkörper (104) enthält, der zwei Arme (108, 110) besitzt, die sich vom Körper verzweigen, wobei jeder Arm eine Ausnahme (112) an seinem Ende besitzt, deren Form komplementär zum Sitz eines jeden leitenden Elements ist.

4. Anlage gemäß Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Ausnahme (112) in jedem Arm zweifächig ausgeführt ist.

5. Anlage gemäß Anspruch 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Flächen des Zweifächners unter einem Winkel von 110 bis 130° zueinander verlaufen.

6. Anlage gemäß jedem der Ansprüche 3 bis 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß jede Elektrode einen T-förmigen Körper besitzt, dessen Querstück von den beiden Armen gebildet wird.

7. Anlage gemäß jedem der bisherigen Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der bewegbare Deckel des Behälters eine Vielzahl von anhebaren Deckelelementen (48) enthält, die nebeneinanderliegen und von der Oberkante des Behälters getragen werden, sowie eine Vielzahl von Betätigungs- gliedern (50) enthält, von denen jedes mit einem entsprechenden Deckelelement zusammenwirkt, um dieses anzuheben.

8. Anlage gemäß jedem der bisherigen Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Behälter eine hitzefeste Auskleidung (26, 28) aufweist, die angeordnet ist, um das Bad der Salzschmelze aufzunehmen.

9. Anlage gemäß Anspruch 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Anlage eine Heizeinrichtung (34) aufweist, die in dem Teil der hitzefesten Auskleidung eingeschlossen ist, die der inneren Metallwanne gegenüberliegt, sowie eine hydraulische Abdichtungseinrichtung (36) aufweist, um zu verhindern, daß Gas in den Spalt zwischen der inneren Metallwanne und der hitzefesten Auskleidung eindringt.

10. Anlage gemäß jedem der bisherigen Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das Gehäuse eine Hauptkammer (4), in der die Bedienungseinrichtung (8) sowie der Behälter (6) angeordnet sind, sowie eine Vorkammer (10) angeordnet ist, um zumindest eine Elektrode aufzunehmen, um das Metall zu erzeugen, nachdem die Elektrode aus dem Bad der Salzschmelze entfernt wurde, und um die Elektrode auf einer Temperatur oberhalb des Schmelzpunktes des Bades zu halten, um den Elektrolyt von der Oberfläche der Elektrode abzunehmen.

11. Anlage gemäß Anspruch 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Anlage weitere einen Ofen (126) aufweist, der in der Vorkammer (10) angeordnet ist, um zumindest eine Elektrode aufzunehmen, um das Metall zu erzeugen, nachdem die Elektrode aus dem Bad der Salzschmelze entfernt wurde, und um die Elektrode auf einer Temperatur oberhalb des Schmelzpunktes des Bades zu halten, um den Elektrolyt von der Oberfläche der Elektrode abzunehmen.
richtung (128) aufweist, die in der Vorkammer (10) angeordnet ist, um das Metallprodukt von der Oberfläche der Produktionselektrode zu entfernen.

13. Anlage gemäß jedem der bisherigen Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das Außengehäuse (2) weiterhin eine Kammer (142) für die Bergung des Arms (116) bildet, die mit der Hauptkammer (4) über eine Schiebetür (144) in Verbindung steht.

14. Anlage gemäß Anspruch 13, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Kammer (142) einen bewegbaren Schienenteil (146) sowie einen Antrieb (152) aufweist, der von außen in Betrieb gesetzt werden kann, um den Schienenteil in eine Stellung neben dem Schienenteil (114) der Kammer (4) zu bewegen, um eine Verlängerung davon zu bilden.

15. Anlage gemäß jedem der bisherigen Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Anlage eine Kammer für das Lagern der Elektroden (154) aufweist, die mit der Hauptkammer (4) über eine Verbindung (156) in Verbindung steht.

16. Anlage gemäß Anspruch 15, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß jeder Elektrode (52a), die in der Kammer (154) gelagert ist, ein flexibler Schlauch (166) zugeordnet ist, um das Rohmaterial zuzuführen.

Revendications

1. Installation de production électrolytique d'un métal dans un bain de sels fondus, qui comprend:
   - un boîtier externe (2),
   - un dispositif (16a, 20a) destiné à maintenir une atmosphère pratiquement inertes vis-à-vis du métal à produire dans le boîtier,
   - un récipient (6) placé dans le boîtier et destiné à contenir le bain de sels fondus et ayant une ouverture supérieure munie d'un couvercle amovible (48),
   - plusieurs électrodes (52) destinées à être suspendues dans le bain de sels fondus,
   - plusieurs dispositifs de support et de connexion électrique (54a, 54b) comportant, pour chacune des électrodes, deux éléments conducteurs de l'électricité (55) disposés l'un en face de l'autre dans deux parois opposées du récipient près de son ouverture, chacune des électrodes étant suspendue dans le bain de sels fondus en appui sur la paire d'éléments conducteurs, et
   - un dispositif de manutention (8) associé au boîtier externe et destiné à retirer l'une quelconque des électrodes du récipient.

2. Installation selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que chacun des éléments conducteurs (56) est constitué par une barre creuse dépassant à l'intérieur du récipient, ayant son extrémité (64) placée à l'extérieur du récipient qui est connecté à un dispositif d'alimentation électrique (65) et dont l'extrémité (66) placée dans le récipient a un siège (70) destiné à l'électrode respective, et en ce qu'un dispositif d'échange de chaleur (72, 74) comprenant un fluide circulant dans des tubes concentriques, est placé dans chaque barre creuse.

3. Installation selon la revendication 2, caractérisée en ce que chacune des électrodes a un corps de support (104) qui a deux bras (108, 110) dépassant du corps et ayant chacune une cavité de butée (112) à son extrémité externe, ayant une forme complémentaire de celle du siège de chaque élément conducteur.

4. Installation selon la revendication 3, caractérisée en ce que la cavité (112) de chaque bras a la forme d'un dièdre.

5. Installation selon la revendication 4, caractérisée en ce que les faces du dièdre forment l'une avec l'autre un angle compris entre 110 et 130°.

6. Installation selon l'une quelconque des revendications 3 à 5, caractérisée en ce que chacune des électrodes a un corps en T dont la barre transversale est constituée par les deux bras.

7. Installation selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que le couvercle amovible du récipient comporte plusieurs éléments (48) qui peuvent être soulevés, adjacents les uns aux autres et supportés par le bord supérieur du récipient, et plusieurs organes de manoeuvre (50) coopérant chacun avec un élément respectif afin qu'il puisse être soulevé.

8. Installation selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que le récipient à un revêtement réfractaire (26, 28) adhèrent au boîtier externe et une enveloppe métallique interne (30) adjacente au revêtement réfractaire et destinée à contenir le bain de sels fondus.

9. Installation selon la revendication 8, caractérisée en ce qu'elle comporte un dispositif de chauffage (34) incorporé à la partie du revêtement réfractaire tournée vers l'enveloppe métallique interne, et un dispositif hydraulique d'étanchéité (55) destiné à empêcher l'infiltration du gaz dans l'espace délimité entre l'enveloppe métallique interne et le revêtement réfractaire.

10. Installation selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que le récipient à un revêtement réfractaire (26, 28) adhèrent au boîtier externe et une enveloppe métallique interne (30) adjacente au revêtement réfractaire et destinée à contenir le bain de sels fondus.

11. Installation selon la revendication 10, caractérisée en ce qu'elle comporte en outre un four (126) placé dans la chambre d'entrée (10) et destiné à loger, au moins une électrode de production du métal après son retrait du bain de sels fondus et à maintenir l'électrode à une température supérieure à la température de fusion du bain afin que l'électrolyte s'équilibre de la surface de l'électrode.

12. Installation selon la revendication 10, caractérisée en ce qu'elle comporte en outre un dispositif de raclage (128) placé dans la chambre d'entrée (10) et destiné à retirer le métal produit de la surface de l'électrode.

13. Installation selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que le boîtier externe (2) délimite en outre une chambre (142) d'extraction du dispositif de manutention (116), communicant avec la chambre principale (4) par une porte coulissante (144).

14. Installation selon la revendication 13, caractérisée en ce que la chambre (142) a un rail mobile (146) et un dispositif d'entraînement (152) commandé
depuis l'extérieur de manière qu'il déplace le rail en position adjacente au rail (114) de la chambre (4) afin qu'il constitue un prolongement de ce rail.

15. Installation selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce qu'elle comporte une chambre destinée à contenir les électrodes (154) et communicant avec la chambre principale (4) par une porte de communication (158).

16. Installation selon la revendication 15, caractérisée en ce que chacune des électrodes (52a) conservées dans la chambre (154) a un tube souple associé (166) destiné à transmettre les matières premières.